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SUMMARY 
This paper is composed of live sections. 
In the first one, we classify cones into pseudonuclear, intermediate and 
explosive; the notion of strongly exposed cone and the equivalence between 
pseudonuclearity and strong exposition for cones in a normed space are 
recalled. 
In the second one, it is shown that several properties for a cone in a 
normed space exist, each one being equivalent to strong exposition of the 
cone; furthermore (2.5) an estimate by Chung is improved. 
In the third one, through projections of rank one, some cones that are 
an immediate extension of elliptic cones in elementary geometry are 
delined, and it is established (3.3) that a cone is strongly exposed if and 
only if it can be contained in one of that type. 
In the fourth one, it is shown (4.2) that also the non-explosivity of a 
cone is expressible in terms of metric properties: more precisely, a cone is 
non-explosive if and only if it can be contained in a balanced cone of ellip- 
tic kind, but in which the “axis” becomes a finite-dimensional subspace. It 
may be interesting to observe that the result does not depend on particular 
hypotheses (e.g., reflexivity) on the space. 
In the fifth one, it is put in evidence a property of a cone in a reflexive 
normed space, which excludes that the cone is intermediate. 
An orientative essential bibliography concludes the paper. 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. All the vector spaces we consider in this paper are real. We indicate 
with R, the set of positive real numbers, including 0. If L is a vector space, 
we say that the subset C of L is a cone iff: 
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(i) R+C=C; 
(ii) C # QY (equivalently 0 E C). 
AconeCispointedifCn(-C)={O};theconeCisawedgeifC=C+C; 
then the trivial cone C = (0) is a pointed wedge. 
We understand that A EL is a generator of a cone C in L, or that C is 
generated by A, if C= (0) uR+ A: every cone is a generator of itself, and 
only the empty set is a further generator of the trivial cone. Iffis a (linear) 
functional on L, and B =f- ‘( 1) n C is a generator of C, we say that B is 
a base for C, and that C is based (by B). All based cones are pointed. 
Let co be the convex hull. If the cone C is generated by A, then co C is 
the wedge generated by co A. 
1.2. Let L henceforth be a topological vector space (tvs): we indicate 
with L’ the (topological) dual of L, and w- is a prefix related to 
a(L, L’)-topology on L. With cl we indicate closure, and Zi = cl co. 
Thus, if C is a cone in L, cl C is a cone: if A is a generator of C, and 
K is the cone generated by cl A, then Cc Kc cl C, hence K= cl C if (and 
only if) K is closed (“A closed” does not imply “K closed”). 
Tofu L’ we associate the cone generated byf-‘(1): we indicate with K, 
this wedge. 
If Cc cl KY, we say that f supports C. Each f E L’ supports the trivial 
cone of L; f = 0 supports only the trivial cone, and no exception arises if 
L= (0). 
If C E K,-, we say that f exposes C. If such an f exists, we say that C is 
exposed, and f - ‘( 1) n C is a base that we call exposed base for C. 
If cl CG KY, i.e., iff exposes cl C, then C is strongly based (byf). In this 
case, the exposed base f - ‘( 1) u C is called a strong base for C. The empty 
set is a (and the only one) strong base for the trivial cone. 
The strongly based cones in a B-space are often, for example in [ 1,2], 
said to be “acute”; we do not use this term to avoid misunderstanding with 
the meaning given by other authors (such as, W. S. Kirk and W. 0. Ray, 
E. De Pascale, and P. L. Papini) that call “acute” the cones with certain 
metrical properties, referring to acuteness of angles in elementary geometry. 
If there exists f E L’ that exposes w-cl(C), i.e., w-cl(C) G K,, C is a 
particular strongly based cone that we call w-exposed (such a cone in a 
B-space is called “w-acute” in [2]). 
1.3. A generator A of the cone C in a tvs is a good generator of C (and 
C is well-generated by A) if A is bounded and 0 +! ci5 A. If A is a convex 
good generator of C, we say, according to [S], that C is well-based (by A). 
1.4. To a generic f E L’ we associate f, = {x E L :f (x) < 1) and f x = 
{xEL:f(x)>l}: thusf,=Landf”=@iff=O. 
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We define 0-pseudoslice of a cone C to be a set of the kind f, n C, where 
j-EL’. 
If, for each O-neighborhood U in L, there exists a finite family whose 
elements are 0-pseudoslices of C, and whose intersection is a subset of U, 
the cone C is called non-explosive, otherwise C is explosive. 
Let C be non-explosive: if each O-neighborhood in L contains a 
0-pseudoslice of C, then C is pseudonuclear, otherwise C is called inter- 
mediate. 
1.5. The slices of a cone C are its 0-pseudoslices f, n C, where f 
supports C. Isac has deftned, in Hausdorff locally convex spaces, “nuclear” 
and “supernormal” cones as synonymes; these are wedges enjoying some 
properties recognized in [6] as equivalent to the following (that makes 
sense in a tvs of general kind too): 
(N) each O-neighborhood in L contains a slice of C. 
On the contrary, we distinguish between the terms of Isac: we call 
nuclear a generic cone C enjoying the property (N), and supernormal a 
wedge which is a nuclear cone: this choice is consistent with the fact 
(showed in [6]) that a nuclear wedge, also in a generic, tvs, is normal 
(in the sense of C-saturation). 
1.6. A cone C is said to be strongly exposed if its vertex (i.e., the 0 in 
L) is a strongly exposed point of C: that is if there existsfE L’ exposing C, 
and such that the generic O-neighborhood in L contains the slice (J.f), n C, 
if ,? > 0 is large enough. In this case, we say that f exposes C strongly. 
Equivalently, f exposes C strongly, iff: 
(i) f exposes C, 
(ii) the 0-pseudoslice f, n C is bounded; 
in fact if A>0 (Af)),nCcUifff,nCs&Y. 
If L is Hausdorff (for example if L is metrizable), the condition (ii) 
implies (i). 
Clearly, the strongly exposed cones are nuclear, therefore pseudonuclear. 
Every pseudonuclear cone in a normed space is strongly exposed: in fact 
such a space is Hausdorff, so a 0-pseudoslice contained in a ball is a 
bounded slice. 
The cones with the property (see Cl]): 
(7~) there exists a relatively w-compact slice of the cone, 
are always strongly exposed. If L is a Hausdorff semireflexive locally 
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convex space (i.e., reflexive if normed), then conversely each strongly 
exposed cone in L has the (z)-property. 
1.7. If E is a normed space, and ra 0, the symbol E(r) denotes the 
(closed) ball of radius Y and center 0: thus E( 1) is the unit ball of E. By 
using this notation, we have for example that C in E is non-explosive iff 
E( 1) contains the intersection of a finite family of 0-pseudoslices of C, and 
pseudonuclear iff at least one of these families is a singleton. 
If A E E, let A, indicate the set of unit vectors in A: for example 
(O}, = 0, E, is the boundary of E( 1 ), a wedge C is pointed iff 0 $ co( C, ), 
and a generic cone C is explosive iff OE W-cl(C,) (hence we obtain that a 
finite-dimensional cone, that is a cone with finite-dimensional linear hull, in 
E is never explosive). 
STRONGLY EXPOSED CONES IN NORMED SPACES 
2.1. The frequency with which, in applications in normed spaces, we 
meet strongly exposed cones (eventually with some additional attributes), 
is not surprising, when we think at the great number of equivalent proper- 
ties with which such cones can be defined. 
As already mentioned, strong exposition for a cone C in a normed space 
E is trivially equivalent to each of the following properties: 
(a) C is pseudonuclear; 
(b) C is nuclear; 
(c) there exists a bounded 0-pseudoslice of C; 
(d) E( 1) contains a 0-pseudoslice of C; 
(e) E( 1) contains a slice of C; 
and we have also mentioned that strong exposition is equivalent to 
(n)-property if E is reflexive. 
In this Section 2 we present some others equivalences. 
2.2. A cone C in E is dentable if it is a dentable subset of E, that is, for 
any r > 0, there exists an a, E C, such that 
a, $ WC\(a, + E(r))). 
If it happens, of course (la,II dr, hence 3a,E C\(a,+ E(r)), so would it be 
0 element of E(C\(a, + E(r))), th en also a, would be such; furthermore 
C\E(2r) c C\(a, + E(r)), therefore 0 # Z(C\E(r)), for each r > 0. Hence, 
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since dentability in a point implies dentability for the set, the two proper- 
ties: 
(f ) C is dentable; 
(g) the element 0 is a denting point of C; 
are equivalent. 
The assertion (g) holds if and only if 0 $CO(C\E( l)), and it turns out 
from a separation theorem that it is equivalent o say that there existsfE E’ 
such that f” zCO(C\E( 1)); and to this end it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
(h) f’ 2 C1 for a suitable f~ E’. 
Equivalently: 
(i) E\co( C, ) is a O-neighborhood in E; 
(j) O#WC,); 
(k) E(r) nco(C,)= 0 for a suitable r>O. 
Dentability and strong exposition are equivalent: indeed, if C is strongly 
exposed, (d) holds, i.e., there exists fe E’ such that fn n Cc_ E( l), but 
this relation implies f” 2 C,, that is (h). Conversely, if (h) holds, 
(2f), n C c E( 1 ), and so (d) is true. 
In [6] it is shown that strong exposition and dentability are not equivalent 
properties for a cone in a general tvs. 
2.3. Chung (see, e.g. [3]), calls strongly normal the closed wedges with 
nonempty interior, and with the (k) property. 
These (pointed) cones are actually normal, because they are wedges for 
which (b) holds, therefore they are supernormal. 
It is not possible to give the notion of strongly normal cones in more 
general Hausdorff spaces, because all normal wedges, in a separate not 
normable tvs, have empty interior. 
In [2], Chew calls “strictly acute” a cone for which 
(*) there exist f~ E’\(O) and cc>0 such that ~lifll jlxlj <f(x), for 
each x E C. 
We consider: 
(1) there exists fe E’ such that E = inf(f(U) : u E C, } > 0. 
If C= {0}, then, for every fe E’, E= + cc in (i) and (h) holds; if C is 
non-trivial, then (*), (l), and (h) are trivially equivalent: in both cases (1) 
is therefore equivalent to strictly acuteness of C iff E# (0). 
We remove this insignificant disadvantage by assuming (1) as definition 
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of strictly acuteness of C; thereby we may attribute, according to 
Cesari-Suryanarayana (see [ 1 J), the angle properry to the closed (pointed) 
wedges enjoying the (1) property. 
2.4. Also the properties: 
(m) C has a bounded exposed base; 
(n) C is well-generated; 
(0) co C is well-based; 
(P) co C is supernormal; 
are equivalent to strong exposition of a cone C in the normed space E. 
Actually, the empty set is bounded, and it is an exposed base for C if and 
only if C= {0}, and in this case C is strongly exposed. 
If C#(O}, andf-‘(l)nC=B is a bounded exposed base for C, then 
[0, l] B is a bounded slice for C. Vice versa, iff strongly exposes C # {0}, 
then f, n C is a bounded slice for C, and so f-‘(l) n C is a bounded 
exposed base for C. Therefore (m) is equivalent to strong exposition of C. 
If co C is well-based by A, then A zf" for a suitable fe E’, and 
(CO, 11 A)nf-‘(l) is a bounded exposed base for co C. Conversely, if B is 
a bounded exposed base for C, then co C is well-based by co B. Therefore 
(0) is equivalent to (m). 
We recall that there are simple examples [6], in a metrizable not 
normable space, of well-based cones which have not exposed bases. 
Since in a normed space supernormality for a wedge is equivalent to its 
strong exposition, from the equivalence of (0) with the strong exposition of 
C, also (p) turns out to be equivalent. 
Finally, of course (n) is true iff such is (0). 
2.5. LEMMA. For a cone C in the normed space E, the following asser- 
tions are equivalent: 
(I) C is closed and strongly exposed; 
(II) C has a closed good generator. 
Proof: If C= (O}, then C is closed, strongly exposed, and the empty set 
is a closed good generator of it: we can then suppose C# (0). 
(I) = (II): let fe E’ such that fz n CC E( 1). Then, if we set 
B=f-‘(l)nC, B is closed, co BEE(lf-‘(l), andfEE’\( and so 
0 4 Co B; therefore B is a closed good generator for C. 
(II) 3 (I): let A be a closed good generator for C: it follows from 2.4 
(0) that C is strongly exposed, because the cone generated by co A is well- 
based. We have still to show that, if x E cl( { 0) u R + A), there is an u E A 
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such that x=la, for a AER,. This is trivial if x=0. Assuming x #O, let 
(a@‘) GA, (i,)cR+, such that A,a@‘) --,x, and it can be assumed (1,) not 
oscillating. Would it be A,, + 0, then A would not be bounded; if 1, + + co, 
then a(“) = x11, + 0, against the hypothesis O$E A. Therefore (L,,) 
converges to an element J. #O in R, and by setting a= x/L, a’“‘+ aE A, 
because A is closed. 1 
If A and x + E(r) are subsets of a closed wedge C, with A good generator 
for C, and 0 < r < [1x1(, then EG(A u (x + E(r))) is a bounded convex body 
contained in C and complementary to an O-neighborhood in E; this is 
enough to derive right away from the lemma that: 
COROLLARY. A cone in a normed space has the angle property iff it is 
well-based by a closed set; it is strongly normal iff well-generated by a 
convex body. 
Remark. Chung has established [3, Theorem 21 that, if Ef (0) is a 
inner product space, then the cone generated by x + E( 1) is strongly 
normal when /(x(( >/ 8. The aforesaid Corollary allows to improve this 
estimate: if E # {0} is a normed space without further restrictions, then 
x + E( I) generates a strongly normal cone as soon as jJx/J > 1. 
As another consequence of the lemma, it may be shown that the 
conditions: 
(q) cl C has a closed good generator; 
(0 Co C is strongly exposed; 
are equivalent to the strong exposition of C. 
Obviously (q) and (r) imply it. 
Conversely let (see 2.4(n)) A be a good generator for C, and K the cone 
generated by cl A: this set is so a closed good generator for K. We have 
from the lemma that K is therefore strongly exposed, closed, and then 
(see 1.2) coinciding with cl C. 
If C is well-generated by A, then co C is well-based by co A; therefore 
because of (q), i5 C has a closed good-generator: hence (r). 
2.6. With the following proposition, it is evidenced that the cones, in a 
finite-dimensional B-space, present, concerning the properties considered in 
this paper, a surely poor casuistry. 
PROPOSITION. For a finite-dimensional cone C in a normed space E, each 
of the following assertions: 
(Ia) C is strongly exposed (“strictly acute” in [a]) 
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(Ib) C is strongly bused (“acute” in [ 1, 23) 
UC) co C is normal; 
(Id) Z C is pointed; 
is alternative to the assertion: 
(II) C is intermediate. 
ProoJ: In a normed space, strong exposition of a cone is equivalent to 
pseudonuclearity (2.1(a)), and a finite dimensional cone is non-explosive 
(1.7), hence (Ia) iff -I (II). 
(Ia) 3 (Ib) in general. Indeed, if C is strongly exposed, such (2.5(r)) 
is cl C; and this cone (2.4(m)) has an exposed base. 
(Ib) * (Ia): as from definition, C is strongly based iff cl C is exposed 
by some fe E’. Now, should (I) x(“)lJ) diverge, with (x(“)) sf --‘( 1) n C, then 
f(x(“‘/llx”“li) -+O, and so we would have (cl C), n kerf#@ (because 
(cl C), is compact), against the hypothesis that f exposes cl C. Then 
Cn f -~‘( 1) is a bounded strong base for C. Thus from (2.4(m)) we have 
(14. 
(Ia) * (Id) in general. Indeed, if C is strongly exposed, such (2.5(r)) 
is EG C, that hence is based, therefore pointed. 
(Id) * (Ia): as mentioned in 1.7, if K is a wedge, K is pointed iff 
0 $ co(K,); equivalently, in case K, is a compact set with finite-dimensional 
linear hull, the wedge K is pointed iff O$Z(K,), that is (2.2(j)), K is 
strongly exposed. Such is C, if we assume K = Ei C, because C E K. 
(Ic) * (Id) in general. Indeed, if co C is normal, then also Co C is 
normal: therefore this wedge is pointed, because E is Hausdorff. 
(Id)* (1~): let co C be not normal. Being (Z C), compact, it 
contains two sequences (~6”)) and (u@)) such that ~Ju(“)+ u(“)JI -+ 0 and 
convergent o opposed elements in (E? C),, hence G C is not pointed. l 
ELLIPTICAL CONES 
3.1. In [4] De Wilde uses, for some problems concerning convexity in 
R”, the so-called “circular cones”. With a minimal adjustement, the delini- 
tion makes sense in every non-trivial Hilbert space H: thus C is circular iff 
C= {tu+ y:r~R +,Y~K llyll <at, (u>y)=O} 
with u E H, and a E R + (R + u plays the role of “axis” and CI of tangent of 
“width”). 
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The definition of C may be so rewritten: 
C= {x~H:11(Z-P)xll <allPxl(, (x, u)>,O), 
where P is the projection of rank 1 and of norm 1 defined by 
Px = (x, 24) u. 
Let us eliminate the hypothesis on IIPII, and define more generally as 
elliptical, in a non-trivial normed space E, a cone C for which there exist 
a projection of rank 1, a real number a, and an UE E, such that: 
(E) C= {x~E:ll(Z-P)xll <ajlPxIj, PxER+u); 
and as double elliptical the (balanced) cone: 
C= {x~E:li(Z--P)xll ballPxl\} 
3.2. LEMMA. Every elliptical cone C in a normed space E # { 0) enjoys 
the angle property. 
Proof. If for C (E) holds, with P, U, a as required, then f(x) u = Px 
defines an fe E’\ (0). Because Px E R + u for each x E C, then f supports C. 
Thus, set T=f,nC, if XE T we have (1x(/ < JIPxll+ II(Z- P)xll < 
]f(x)l(l + a) < 1 +a, and so TG E( 1 + a), hence (2.1(d)) C is a cone 
strongly exposed by J 
In particular, B=Cnf-‘(1) IS a bounded good generator of C. Since 
B = (x~C:llPxll=l} = (x~C:Px=u} = u+{yEE:(l(Z-P)yll<a, 
Py = 0}, we obtain that B is closed and convex too. So C is well-based by 
B, and is closed in view of the lemma in 2.5. 1 
3.3. THEOREM. A cone C in the normed space E# (0) is strongly 
exposed if and only if it is a subset of a elliptical cone. 
Proof: The elliptical cones are (3.2) strongly exposed, hence the cones 
contained in them are such, 
Conversely, if C= (O}, we have C E R + u for each u E E, : let us suppose 
now C# (0). 
There exist f~ E’ and E < + cc for which 2.3(l), holds, that is 
O<e=inf{f(x):xECi}< +co. 
Let’s take u E C1; setting, for every JJ+ E, Py = (f( y)/f(u)) u, we have 
llpll = Ilflllf(u), and, for each x E Cl, we have f (u)ll Pxll > E. Therefore 
IIv-p)~~ll G 1 + IIPII = ((1 + llPllYIIw) IIW <((I + IIPIoI~)f(~)lIw. 
Then 3.1 (E) is satisfied by such P and, for example, by a = 2l]fll/&. 1 
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SUPERELLIPTICAL CONES 
4.1. Let us call superelliptical a cone C, in the normed space E, such 
that 
where P is a finite-rank projection and a a real number. 
Euristically speaking, superelliptical cones are “similar” with the double 
elliptical cones, but the role of “axis” is played by a finite-dimensional, but 
not necessarily one-dimensional, subspace. The following theorem in 4.2 
shows that a cone in a normed space is non-explosive if and only if it is a 
subset of a superelliptical cone. 
4.2. Let us consider the following property of “equidominated slope” 
for the rays of a cone C in E: 
(6,) there exist in E a finite-rank projection P, and a real number CI, 
such that /[(I- P) x1( 6 al[Pxll for each XE C. 
We observe that, if C enjoys the (6,) property, not necessarily C can be 
contained in a double elliptical cone: it is enough to consider a cone C in 
a finite-dimensional, but not one-dimensional, B-space, and such that 
cl(C,) is intersected by each (closed) hyperplane through 0 (in particular 
if C is the space itself). 
THEOREM. For a cone C in the normed space E the following alternative 
holds: 
(I) C enjoys the (6,) property; 
(II) C is explosive. 
ProoJ: If C= {0} (p ossibly E = { 0} ), then C is non-explosive and (6,) 
is satisfied by C with P= 0 and a an arbitrary real number: we can thus 
assume C # (0). 
(I) =z- ~(11): let (6,) be true for C with suitable tl and P. The cone 
PC is then finite-dimensional, so by (1.7) it is non-explosive: hence there 
exist some linear functionals 4(l), . . . . 4(m) on PE, such that 
D, = fi, (#ik’ n PC) 
is a subset of the ball of radius 1 induced on PE by the norm on E. 
Let us set f(l) = @“P, . . ..f(“) = b’“‘P: we have shown that C is non- 
explosive by proving that 
m 
D= (),(fkk'nC) 
1 
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is bounded. Actually, if x f D, then (set Q = I- P) x = Px + Qx, and 
Px E D, (indeed Px E PC, and I$‘~‘( Px) = (cjck)P) x = f(“)(x) < l), but 
D, E E(l), hence I( Pxll < 1. Therefore llxll < 11 PxlJ + \ltixll < (1 + a)\\~\[, that 
is D G E( 1 + CI). 
1 (II) =s- (I): let vice versa C be non-explosive, and f(l), . . ..f(“’ E E’ 
such that 
m 
D=nk(f:k'nC)C E(i). 
1 
Let P be a continuous projection in E, with 
ker P = fi, kerfck’; 
such a P certainly exists, because this intersection has finite codimension. 
The (6,) would be false if and only if a sequence (xc”)) E 2Ci existed, 
such that II(Z- P) x(“)(l >n\(Px(“)ll: because of ll(Z- P) x(“)IJ < 2111- PI(, it 
follows px@) zdo 0. 
Taking in account that QE = (I- P) E = ker P S. kerfck’ for each k < m, 
we have f’k’(~‘“‘) =fck’( Px’“‘) + f’“‘( Qx’“‘) = fck’( Px’“‘) ,--tot 0 for each 
k <m, and so, with n* large enough, 
x(n*) E n,fr), 
I 
that is x(“*) E D, against the hypothesis I/x@)l( = 2. 1 
A CHEW'S ALTERNATIVE 
5.1. We want to put in evidence a result by Chew, which is at present 
the best tool of which we dispose to exclude, and letting actually open both 
the extreme possibilities, that a cone in one class is intermediate. 
5.2. A strongly exposed cone C is non-explosive; and, because of 
w-cl(co C) = =% C, which is still strongly exposed, then C is w-exposed. 
Hence the most interesting part of [2, Prop. 2.31, and of which we will give 
an easy proof, can be formulated in the following way: 
ALTERNATIVE. Let C be a w-exposed cone in a reflexive normed space 
E. Then C is strongly exposed or explosive. 
Proof Let us suppose that f~ E’ expose w-cl(C). If A = w-cl(C,), then 
(E is reflexive) A is w-compact, and being f E E’, f is w-continuous, hence 
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f has a minimum a E A. If f(a) > 0, then C, c A c (J/j(a))“, therefore C is 
strongly exposed. If f(a) = 0, cannot be a # 0, because a E w-cl C, and so f 
would not expose such a cone, therefore a = 0, hence (1.7) C is 
explosive. 1 
Keeping in mind that strong exposition of a cone in a normed space is 
equivalent to its pseudonuclearity, the aforesaid alternative can be so 
rephrased: 
“No intermediate cone in a reflexive normed space is w-exposed.” 
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